Tyco logo and CSA logo are molded into housing.

Tolerance non-cumulative.

Duplex plated: .000030 gold in contact area.
.000050-0.000300 bright tin-lead on solder leads,
all over .000050 min. nickel.

These dimensions pertain to cavity centerlines only,
not to contact locations.

6. Packaged in single tubes.

Housing: flame retardant glass filled polyester
Color: black, contact: phos. bronze.

Point of contact dimension.

Point of measurement dimension for plating thickness
(inside contact beams).

Date code and part number are marked in
approximate location shown.

Duplex plated: .000030 gold in contact area, .000150
-.000300 matte tin on solder leads, all over .000050
minimum nickel.

ROHS 2002/95/EC compliant.

Obsolete parts: obsolete cbs streamlining per d.renaud/d.sinisi.

Recommended hole layout.
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TE Connectivity:
147065-1